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Simulation is …

Simulation and modelling – very broad term – methods and applications to

imitate or mimic real systems, usually via computer.

Applies in many contexts, such as simulation of technology for performance

optimization, safety engineering, testing, training, education, and video games.

Simulation and modelling
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Modeling, optimizing and implementing

The 

solutionThe 

problem

The model The optimized 

model

World of models

Real world

Experiment

From real world to the world of models

Borshchev (2013): The big book of simulation and modelling
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Modeling, optimizing and implementingAnalytical model 
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Modeling, optimizing and implementingSimulation model
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In simulation modeling, a method is a framework we use to map a real

world system to its model. You can think of a method as a type of

language or a sort of "terms and conditions" for model building.

System DynamicsProcess-centric (discrete event) Agent Based Modeling

1960s 1950s 1990s

In simulation modeling, we have four simulation languages:

• Stock & Flow Diagrams

• State charts

• Action charts

• Process flowcharts

Three different methods for simulation 

and modelling
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Di
Each method serves a specific range of 

abstraction levels
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Discrete event simulation

Discrete event modeling requires a modeler to think about the system

that he or she wants to model as a process - a sequence of operations

that agents perform.

Typical output expected from a discrete event model includes:

• Utilization of resources

• Time spent in the system or its part by an agent

• Waiting times

• Queue lengths

• System throughput

• Bottlenecks

Anylogic Pedestradian libraries to model people

movement in service processes that are located in

a specific space (i.e. hospital / airport /...)

Discrete event modelling
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System dynamics requires a modeler to think about the system that he

or she wants to model as a number of interacting feedback loops and

stocks and relevant flows affecting them.

System dynamics suggests you:

• Model the system as a causally closed structure that defines its own

behavior.

• Discover the system's feedback loops (circular causality) balancing

or reinforcing. Feedback loops are the heart of system dynamics.

• Identify stocks (accumulations) and flows that affect them.

Today, system dynamics is typically used in long-term, strategic

models, and it assumes high levels of object aggregation.

System dynamics



System dynamic - diffusion model 
example of a simple model with stocks, flow and feedback loops

p.333 Sterman, J.D. (2000) Business Dynamics 

– Systems Thinking and Modeling for a 

Complex World, Irwin McGraw-Hill, Boston
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Modellin project - rework cycle



Modelling projects – schedule performance

The effect of rework and controlling feedback loops for project schedule performance (Lyneis and Ford 2007)
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The main feature of agent based models: they are essentially

decentralized.

AB modeling is called bottom-up modeling. The modeler defines behavior at

individual level, and the global behavior emerges as a result of many (tens,

hundreds, thousands, millions) individuals, each following its own behavior rules,

living together in some environment and communicating with each other and with

the environment.

When to use agent-based modelling

- Medium or large number of agents

- Local and potentially complex interactions

- Temporal aspect

- Adaptative agents

Agent-based modelling



gent based simulation

14

Agent-based model of country population 

dynamics 
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An agent is …

• A discrete entity with its own goals and behaviors

• Autonomous, with a capability to adapt and modify its behaviors

What is agent?



Diffusion model using agent-based modelling

Agent1

Agent2

Agent N

Send message to 

(random) contact 

”BUY” Receive message 

”BUY” 

N = Population size

Ad = Advertizing effectiveness

Contact = Contact rate

WOM = Word of mouth



A simple model that describes the spread of disease or infection. Can be

found from the example models as a system dynamics or an agent based

model.

Main features:

• Susceptible (individual)

• Healthy

• Can be infected

• Infected

• Will take time to recover

• In the meanwhile, can infect others

• Recovered

• After some time the infection will pass

In short:

“How can we model this as an agent based system?”

SIR model



Choosing the modelling method



VTD model of actor information processing 

(Stanford University)



Governance in project networks

Incentives
- Rewards tied to performance (short/long term)

- Risk allocation

- Ownership structure 

- Reputation and future business

Monitoring

- Formal control and monitoring

- Third party monitoring and auditing

Roles and decision-making power

- Formally defined roles for each party

- Management structure and decision making

- Decentralized decision-making

Coordination

- Formally defined project management practices

- Shared culture, values and norms

- Communication and information sharing

- Change management, Conflict resolution

Capability building
- Actor selection

- Training and continuous learning 

Project network actors 

- Motivation and 

- Capability 

to act in a manner that ensures 

meeting project’s objectives

Goal setting
- Joint performance goals

- Clarity of objectives

- Flexibility of objectives  



From a perspective of agent-based modelling we need to describe both project task 

network and (inter-organizational) project network, and define processes how project 

work is allocated to actors. 

Task network: 

– What are the tasks specific attributes and how are tasks related? 

– What is the state of a task and decision making rules / processes that change the state?

– How is work related to tasks allocated to actors? 

Actor network: 

– What are actors specific attributes and when/how do they change? 

– What is a state of each actor in the project network (idle, working, meetings, etc…)? 

– What are the decision making rules that change the state of an actor or to which 

specific work they allocate their time?

– How are actors related to each other? How do those relationships change?

– How communicate actors with each other? What do they share? What do they know 

about other actors or environments (project status)?

How to simulate governance mechanisms?



Actor network and task network

Subcontractor

Subcontractor

Owner

Contractor

Team leader

WorkerWorker

Worker

Worker
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Flow of the model

Task Actor
Task
Tasks Actors

Inputs

Outputs

Idle

Working

Off-duty

In progress

Waiting for 

approval

Not started

Done

Rework



Process for simulation and 

modelling study 

Banks et al. (2010): Discrete event system simulation 



Conceptual model

• The conceptual model is a non-software specific 

description of the computer simulation model, describing 

the objectives, inputs, outputs, content, assumptions and 

simplifications of the model. 

– Objectives: the purpose of the model/project and requirements derived from 

objectives (such as flexibility, visualization,…)

– Inputs (or experimental  factors) that can be altered to outputs (or 

responses) that reports results from a run of the simulation model

– Content of the model: components that are represented and their 

interactions based on a) model boundary, b) the level of detail

– Assumptions that are made: uncertainties and beliefs about the real world 

being modelled

– Simplifications are incorporated in the model to enable more rapid model 

development and use, and to improve transparency

Robinson (2008): Conceptual modelling for simulation Part1



Keep the model simple!

Simple models…

• Can be developed faster

• Are more flexible

• Require less data

• Run faster

• Transparent (content of the model is easier to understand)

• Results are easier to interpret 

“perfection is achieved, not when there is nothing left to add, but when 

there is nothing left to take away” (Antoine de Saint Exupery)

Robinson (2008): Conceptual modelling for simulation Part1



Example: conceptual model of segregation

- Objectives: the purpose of the model is to provide a simple visualization to 

teach how segregation appears over time when people have even modest 

tendency to stay close to similar people. The model should be as simple as 

possible in simple to create and allow more features to be added later. 

– Inputs: tendency to move if surrounded by dissimilar people, number of 

people in a specific area 

– Outputs: number of people that are happy (surrounded by similar people)

– Content of the model: closed area or landscape where people live, people 

(yellow and red), rules how they decided to move to different location (#of 

neighbours that have to be dissimilar), random move to any free location 

– Assumptions that are made: all persons are similar except one attribute 

(yellow/red), all locations in the model are similar and anybody can move to 

free location, there is no cost to move, etc…



Exercise: segregation model

Agents are place randomly in grid

Create rule when they 

are happy (not more 

than X neighbors are 

dissimilar)

Mark agents that are 

not happy

Relocate not happy agents

Continue until all agents are happy
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